
 

 

Dossier 002 12-7-18  



 

 

Update 12-8-18 

I was finishing this report up when news came out of a series of grocery robberies using 

encrypted signals 

Update #2 12-9-10  

A CNN reporter is an accessory of treason and is now considered a hostile enemy against the 

United States Government  

Update #3 12-10-18  

Using my emergent power as an Oligarchy Monarch I petition the order all law enforcement to 

arrest everyone who works for the MSM news complex and their puppets and charge them with 

inciting racketeering, conspiracy, espionage, treason, and trying to set up a mutiny and 

genocide on behalf of vying predatory fiscal advisaries and conspirators overseas trying to 

impose on the US into becoming a vassal communist slave state. Freeze all banks and money 

exchange lines to prevent anyone from receiving or offshoring assets. I order the IRS and stock 

exchange to impose and penalties on companies trying to enact the same. Charge everyone in 

the House of Democrats with espionage, treason, conspiracy racketeering collusion, and arrest 

everyone in the DNC for staging a mutiny through encrypted means to steal the midterm 

elections from the Republicans who won in a landslide, and for trying to stage a communist 

mutiny in the country on behalf of foreign lobbyists. Republicans get back the house. Any trade 

deals with China need to be renegotiated in the interim given the release of this report. I order 

the termination or crypto and the expulsion of the jews from every country in the globe. 

Everyone else is too repent. The United States is now a Republic that has solidified World Peace. 

I order Fox News be to be kept around under Trump’s administration as tribunals are held for 

the msm complex, as msm company assets are seized and given under new management 

 

Precursorr: 12/7/18 

        I am operating with authority invested upon me on behalf of the United States 

Government, The UN, The British Royal Family, the Vatican, and every intelligence agency in the 

world. I released my dossier last week and disclosed several pressing revelations which made it's 

way into discussion's within the United States Senate. The ensuingness of my dossier triggered 

fiscal opponents to the USA to stage a psyop to undermine National Security and growth of the 

United States economy. This report will be even more damning as I expose every loop that 

undermines the United States Government and encapsulate everything into a woven narrative 

that correlates parallel to the false narrative perpetuated against the Trump administration. 

Since I operate as a satellite for the US Senate, the conspirators that oppose the US run parallel 

to me in order to anticipate my reports to the public as they “trace” over to counter in order to 

continue fanning their subversion while disregarding civil law and law enforcement.   



 

 

The under-taking that I took on was one that I had many things and tough decisions to consider 

as I tried getting to the core root of the underbelly of corruption chipping away at the United 

States. There are agents against the populace that are enacting upon extreme psychological 

warfare for anterior motives, utilizing cables and public networks in order to mass engage and 

perpetuate a bigger scope of criminality with intentions of amassing a communist mutiny 

through encrypted signals and encoded terminology.  

What I have to disclose will shift the way you see many people as I expose them as co-

conspirators to the biggest case of treason against the United States government and to the 

United States public.  

There is a mass psyop that is being enacted upon against the United State to affect our fiscal 

growth and infringe on our National Security. Spies and plants, conspirators and co-

conspirators, domestic and international are all guilty of a conspiracy ring to disenfranchise the 

White populace in Europe, Russia and other countries, in a giant pyramid scheme to negatively 

impact assets and securities to illicit criminal economic gain and activity. The entirety of the 

mainstream media has been weaponized in order to enact upon psychological warfare in order 

to undermine the United States Government to absorb the masses of economic and personal 

growth. They are targeting the youth and especially white youth with psychological warfare to 

distort and impart their mental capacities. There is a network of spies, foreign nationals and 

conspirators using encrypted messaging and psychological operations designed and made to 

divide and conquer whites, cull white zoomers from the gene pool by pushing a transgendered 

“dummydoll” frame on white males and miscegenation psychological conditioning on white 

females to view white males as demasculated dummy-dolls oblivious to the mutiny.  

And they were all banking on me being oblivious to this all as I was following them following 

and tracing my PDF's on metaphysics for the past several months while trying to plan ahead of 

me as I was able to draw out the anterior motives of our fiscal competitors. And in counter the 

msm will try to posit me in a negative frame of deposition to undermine me, when that’s not the 

case.  

We have a conspiracy of people inside the country and internationally working diligently to 

destroy the moral fabric of our country to cull our economy while trying to disenfranchise the 

youth. 

The exposure of this conspiracy ring and their encryption is a necessity in order to sustain future 

economic growth for the United States as well as our ally's as this network of conspirators 

operate in daylight to undermine and disenfranchise the global economy for their illicit gain.  

In order to maintain and ensure global peace and security we need to utilize the military and 

arrest any antognists in the states acting against the interests of the United States Government.  

We can start by utilizing law enforcement to mass arrest everyone perpetuating this mutiny 

against the United States economy at once. Everyone from CNN to the puppets in the 



 

 

entertainment industry to any social media influencer congregating encryptically to fan this 

conspiracy. 

The msm and foreign nationals utilized my PDFs and breakthroughs in metaphysics and tried 

usurping my identity to take claim and credit for my work in order to weaponize it. The msm 

tried framing me in every possible negative frame you can think of to undermine me in every 

capacity while there other members of the msm stole acclaim for my persons by pretending to 

be me to manipulate the public. The entire entertainment and rap industry attempted to steal 

and usurp my identity by tracing over me and my PDFs to con people out of money while 

propagating them to sublimate distortion and psychological conditioning. And then they tried 

positing a frame of deposition over me to undermine my work and stealing credit for it, as they 

tried using psyop and conditioning to propagate a dummy-doll frame on white people  

 The msm tried usurping me of any adulation or claim for my work and then weaponized it as an 

encrypted architecture to propagate an extreme psyop while placating a frame of deposition to 

antagonise whites at the congruence and behest of fiscal advisaries overseas, which has became 

a desired Memetic architecture for the jews to create their Zion world order, the Chinese to try 

to grandstand over the United States. 

Due to the nature imposed of the situation, law enforcement and the NYPD all agreed to a civil  

lawsuit and arresting everyone in the fake news media complex, from ABC News to CNN, to the 

mainstream rap industry, to the Kardashians, and anyone perpetuating this psyop at behest of 

Isreal, China and vying fiscal advisaries.  

Conspirators at the behest of Israel are trying to stage a mutiny against the United States 

populace and are targeting the youth with conditioning to destroy the future US economy. 

Foreign nationals false flag as Americans online to stir up vehemence to predicate a negative 

frame on United States citizens. More and more people are calling for violence each day, and 

the only way to resolve all these venerable threats is by neutralizing the antagonists in house 

perpetuating the psyop. 

China ordered Soy from the US last week as a reference to the Soy meme. They were trying to 

taunt Trump and the US. In reality they are acting off of the memetic mutiny the msm is trying 

to pull off. The only way to not allow China to one up is by expelling the conspirators within the 

states that mass propagate all of this. We need to get rid of the people in house at the top of 

the msm perpetuating this mutinized psyop. These msm conspirators are trying to incite and 

coerce violence, but arresting them and seizing their ill gained wealth for the fiscal year of 2018 

is a good start.   

The complicit criminal sector is worried and anticipating the FBI and IRS coming to bust there 

knuckles, and they are banking on the FBI not discerning their encryption. As they try to feign 

obliviousness, “stpdty” and innocence to cover up a predilection for malice predisposed by a 

network linked to the msm complex.  



 

 

Everyone that isn’t white that traces my impetus does it to attack whites as they believe they are 

above the law and United States Government. These conspirators believe they cultivated the 

hivemind Memetic architecture to make the criminal underworld operate above the law, in 

broad daylight, online and in real life as they are foolish to believe that they can operate 

undetected beyond the scope and perimeter of law enforcement, the government and the IRS. 

Now that this is posited, these conspirators are going to try to mutate the cryptology to run 

parallel to counter law enforcement internationally to continue fanning the sublimation.  

These conspirators use sleight microaggressions based off of cryptology to signal their malicious 

intent, as they consider these micro transgressions Memetic sigils to enact a mutiny. These 

people try positing others through degrees and frames of obliviousness and frame subliminals 

encoded with cryptology to enact micro aggressions and sleights to signal to other conspirators.  

The frame of deposition being placated on white Americans by jews, the msm, and their network 

of accomplices is only to usurp them of fiscal brevity.“These Americans, they don’t fucking kno” 

a Guyanese Foreign National recently said to me while wearing a white crucifix of Christ around 

his neck, after getting his ass kicked for assaulting an elderly disabled man with a cane.  These 

foreign nationals are trying to posit that Christ is sacrificing the white race out of religious 

radicalization. These criminals signal me as a guise in order to steal from White Commonwealth 

Christians and to signal false sainthood to illicit criminal activity. 

 

Pictured: A new crypto currency (Ponzi coin) trying to use my cloutline to market this scheme 

coin while trying to counter signal the narrative that I am African American to corroborate the 

conning done by the entire rap industry of trying to subvert my impetus.   

Criminals co-opted crypto which has turned into a digital Ponzi Scheme to undermine people 

with liquidity by targeting people with capital wealth to get caught in a scheme that freezes 

their assets as the CEO's at the top liquidate and offshore their cash and slowly steal from the 



 

 

money pool they amassed and cultivated while trying to lie below the radar and scope as they 

liquidate and 'schlop' the ‘new-coiners' of their liquid wealth. 

 

 

                                        Memetic Warfare - Deconstructed  

 

There is a war of attrition being engaged online for a controlling stake over the United States 

and influence over the United States economy.  

 

This logo was framed “traced” and used as an encoded messege posted on social media to 

signal Latinx foreign nationals to steal from white people, in particular a majority controlling 

stake in the United States on behalf of Foreign Nationals in Latin America.  

Posted on 4chan this past week after the rollout of new propaganda from the msm on a 

warpath against White American’s. The color orange in this context is representing Latinx 

nationals over compassing the white text signaling to steal from white Americans.  

Informational warfare has mutated with the psychology of coloring and encrypted messaging 

and how it’s used within a frame of media to link and fan subversion. Certain colors are meant 

to signal certain frames of disposition encoded against whites as the entire msm uses color 

symbolism to fan politicized agendas, all tailored to disenfranchise the white race and subvert 

white youth.  

The msm uses the psychology of targeted framing to fan their sublimation and narrative 

through a trail line of encrypted messeges encoded to stage a communist mutiny at the behest 

of Israel, China, and a network of puppets all throughout Hollywood and the MSM.  

  



 

 

 

  

 

Kylie and Travis Scott are signaling and perpetuating a psyop to push lgbt subversion onto 

white males,, a psyop Travis Scott started on the album cover for Astroworld. Note the 

effeminately posed boy in perspective next to the rusty car. 

 

This psyop cultivated by Kylie Jenner and Travis Scott caught on within the mainstream rap 

industry who all tried spreading this messege and tailor made it to attack white males and posit 



 

 

a negative frame on them, and the ideation that he was going to frame them in order to make 

them impoverished.  

 

Drip too hard is a reference to my +++clout line being hijacked by the msm for subversion. The 

cherub is poised effeminately like the white boy from the cover of Astroworld, perpetuating the 

subversion of emasculating white men, and in particular me, since the cherub was an attempt to 

frame me as a member of the lgbt community which isn’t the case. As the LGBT community was 

respondent and tried usurping me because of the perpetuated notions fanned by a few people 

in the rap community.  

The entire rap industry tried stealing my work and discrediting me from any credit. While trying 

to infringe on my clout line and aliases, to frame themselves as me. Travis Scott tried framing 

himself as me through various ways in order to usurp and steal credit for my work while counter 

signaling a mutiny and genocide against white people.  

 



 

 

 

 

Jack as in Hijack – a signal to stage a mutiny against the United States. He’s standing over a 

white circle to signal minoritiy groups to engage is a mass psyop to placate whites as dummy-

dolls while trying to continue his psyop of targeting white youth with subliminal conditioning.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Kylie Jenner is signaling the color green to indicate Kek, one of my aliases, to make it appear she 

is me, to satellite to Travis trying to posit himself as my A-C alias for the past several months in 

order to steal my worth from me, which ended up becoming a planned mutiny perpetuated 

against whites. 

The entire msm conglomerate was undermining the United States Government by trying to 

stage a mutiny at behest of fiscal advisories overseas and they are using memetic engineering 

and encrypted signals to undermine the government, law enforcement, and the global economy. 

These evil and vile people have an agenda specifically against white youth in order to divide and 

conquer whites from having a controlling stake in their own countries as they target them with 

psychological conditioning to distort and radicalize their worldview through a series of 

perpetuated encrypted signals and frames. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The State of Israel is the mastermind orchestrating this along with their network of puppets like 

the Kardashians within the United States out of malice and greed as these people are some of 

the most evil and psychotic human beings to ever grace the history of mankind as they conspire 

and have compete disregard for all life and humankind  Ever since WW2 the Jewish people have 

been masquarading around using encrypted signals to manipulate 'the goyim' in order to 

collude and conspire to rob the United States and Europe of its worth and it’s citizens of 

opportunity. 

The Zionists of Israel are engaged in Memetic warfare to undermine the United States 

Government and as they believe they cultivated the Memetic Architecture and Engineering to 

create a one world system of control over the entire world as predicated from their warped 

Talmud driven prophecy as they plan to build a 3rd temple in the interim with me as their 

messiah in order to scapegoat again while initiating a Mark of the Beast system, microchip 

enable control to enslave the entire world and cull the entire planet into a prison planet 

underneath the Zionists reign as they use targeted subversion and sublimation to cull every 

market and populace, and offset systematic inflation to enact mass starvation to initiate 

communism and autimation to turn the United States and other countries into mutinized slave-

states as everyone is linked to a hivemind in control by an msm in control by the State of Israel.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured Below: An article written in 2004 of Israel admitting they knew Iraq had no WMD's  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Pictured Above: Current Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu tricking United States Congress into 

going to war with Iraq as the Israeli government were aware that Iraq had no WMD's , 

 Pictured: Netanyahu threatning Merkel with refugees if Merkel doesn’t destroy bomb Iran on 

Netanyahu's warped orders. 



 

 

Pictured Below: A letter written by Albert Einstein admitting WW2 and the Holocaust was an 

orchestrated psyop done by the Zionists in order to destabilize Europe to create the State of 

Israel. 

Albert Einstein posits “terrorists from within our ranks” 

And if the jews were to ever be found out they should shift all the blame over to the British, and 

European people in general.  

 



 

 

The State of Israel has weaponized the msm against the United States and vying fiscal markets 

as it believes it has cultivated the cryptic Memetic architecture to subvert and enslave “the 

goyim” for a communist mutiny as foreign nationals, with no bearing to the United States except 

to usurp fiscal opportunity, are aware of it and are utilizing this Memetic collusion and 

encrypted communication to chip away at our country.  

Dual-Agents working on behalf of Israel are corroborating with the msm to go against the 

United States Government as a network of plants corroborate using encrypted signals to stage a 

communist mutiny while sublimating frames and signals specifically targeted at white people to 

usurp a white majority from the United States all the way to the EU and Russia, all in lieu to turn 

each continent into vassal slave states in control by a small network of Zionist's, which is what 

vvying fiscal competitors overseas want to enact, a conspiracy to trace over what the Zionists are 

trying to do. 

This encrypted architecture has spawned sub architectures and encoded signals and messeges 

to posit this shared conscription all being fanned and looped by the mainstream media and 

corporations with malicious and treasonous intent against the United States. In order to close 

these loops you would have to charge the people fanning it within the msm and the US 

economy. 

The Zionists Tech War on Humanity  

The Zionists have been engaging a war against the populace for a very long time, trying to 

disenfranchise them through fanned subliminals and fanning narratives of conditioning. 

Facebook has cultivated all all the user data of everyone and programmed it into algorithms that 

have compiled into targeted ads tailor made in synchronicity of timing in order to target people 

to ingrain predicated behavioral patterns they then corroborate with networks of companies 

within the msm in order to control people and distort people’s perceptions. A lot of people’s self 

esteem issues were cultivated through a network of people in the msm and tech companies 

acting on orders of the State Of Israel. Other tech companies like Google is guilty of this practice 

as they utilize a network of plants and psyops to false flag and stir a narrative in an attempt to 

distort people using subliminal psychology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Law enforcement and the military are ready for mass arrests anf tribunals for this conspiracy 

done on a network on behalf of the State of Israel to undermine the United States Government 

and the world at large. The entire MSM complex is complicit in abating the criminal state of 

Israel with their  evil and heinous acts of vileness against the United States every since the States 

Inception.  

 Here is a list of some of the acts of terrorism the State of Israel is complicit in against the United 

States and the entire world. 

-Staging the Holocaust as a psyop for the Jews to create the State of Israel  

-The Assasination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy  

-The Rise and Spread of Communism  

-The spread of the Communist Manifesto in College institutions to assimilate and condition 

students into a a Jewish economic pyramid scheme  

-The Spread of Marxism to destroy culture, art, and race  

-Staging and planning the Vietnam War to disenfranchise American aged college students, the 

same excursion the Jews enacted for WW2 to destabilize Europe’s economy  

-Staging 9/11 as a signal and catalyst to signal the Zionists World Order 

-Lying to US Congress that Iraq had WMD’s when they were fully aware that it wasn’t the case.  

-Using the US Military and costing the US economy $20 Trillion to destabilize the Middle East 

because of all the enemies Israel has amassed 

-Causing the 2003 recession which set off inflation that de-evaluated the purchasing power of 

the dollar  

-Causing the 2008 recession through targeting 'goyim' with subprime predatory loaning causing 

the housing market to bust  

-Staging a psyop against the world to subvert every economy 

-Weaponized the Mainstream Media to attack the American Populace with psyop and 

conditioning, censors any criticism anyone critical of the State Of Israel   

-Enact in Z schemes within any position of power within the government to usurp the Federal 

Government of assets through a network of conspirators  



 

 

-Believes they amassed the memetic cryptology to enact a Zionist World Order to enslave every 

country as vassal slave states under communism 

-Abating the criminal underworld to undermine law enforcement  through encryption 

 

Informational Warfare 3:0:  

 

Ever since the the house was stolen from Republicans by a series of misplaced 

conservative ballots across the country, the msm at the behest of Israel doubled down 

on their mutiny by accelerating their plans which only triggered foreign nationals to 

engage in discourse by false flagging as Americans to incite psyop ‘s to further 

perpetuate an encrypted hivemind that is being manipulated to stage a communist 

mutiny and disenfranchise the global economy for Israel and China's gain.  

 

The 4Chan split  

The owner of 4chan finally recognizing my worth tried capturing it by splitting the board in two. 

And now he uses the banner space atop of every board to push the purported sublimation, 

sending encoded signals to a network of plants to undermine and subvert the user base. I ended 

up learning that Hiro's intent was to turn the entire network of 4chan into a “Splatoon” like 

community to condition the user base at the behest of potential ad revenue. Hiro plans to 

compromise the lives of the populace out of malice and greed by trying to target the younger 

generation with a coordinated conspirial effort to disenfranchise them into modes of thinking 

and behavioral loops perpetuated by their network of moderators who share the same malice as 

Hiro. 

 

The moderators enable these conspirators who engage in modes of communication to collude, 

propagate and crimimally target the populace en masse. Pictured below is a screen cap of users 

in a Transgender friendly discord discussing tactics to condition users of 4chan, some who have  

mental health issues, into becoming transgendered. They were sharing methods and ways to get 

rid of testerone to weaken the country and make men subservient and docile, which coincides 

with the efforts of other conspirators who profit at the corrosion of the working and middle 

class.  

 

 

*Extradite the CEO of 4chan, Hiro Nishimura and charge him with global conspiracy and arrest 

all the moderators for treason.  



 

 

 

We now have to prohibit Gender Reassignment surgery and remove any legal grounds for it and 

redefine the LGBT as a psychiatric mental illness apart of the DSM.   



 

 

Conspirators try embellishing a frame of disposition to posit a negative frame on to people to 

be vilified and condemned and are trying to use their Memetic cryptology by stealing and 

tracing over my clout stream amassed through my advancement's in metaphysics, game theory, 

and quantum theory. They are trying to engage in “double-triple” reverse psychology to distort 

the public for their illicit gain.  

Here is some of the cryptology they use in some form or variance as they try enacting their 

psyop.  

owo - is a derivative of uwu and my Kek Sigil+-+ as it represents “Our World Order” used by 

foreign nationals, conspirators and agents into manipulating the public  who are aware of me.  

‘owo’ has been co-opted by the msm as ZWO “Zion World Order” 

A palindrome repetition - offshoot of Kek, – symbolized this encrypted mutiny  

 ~ The tilde is a derivative of the dash sign – which was posited as a signal of virtue to me, to 

signal me and counter signal against conservatives 

4 repetitions means death 

2 repetitions means encrypted against Trump based off an allusion to “get” digits  

3 repetitions is to signal steal when mixed with 2 or 4 repetitions. – a derivative of my +++ sigil 

Red –  Since the Rap community attempted to steal my cloutline, alias, impetus and tried taking 

credit for my work in metaphysics, the color red symbolizes a mutiny against the Government 

and Law Enforcement  

Now Red is associated with pink to signal a lgbt mutiny against whites and purple to signal a 

liberal mutiny against conservatives  

Green – Satellite to Red, a signal to Kek, my co-identity which has been co-opted into a symbol 

of representation to ‘owo' 

Which has mutated to Blue or Gold, indicating an ‘owo' liberal money wave through encrypted 

criminality on behest of Israel  

Stpd speak “Stoopid Speak” – infantile speech to conveyed through text on the internet as  

encryption against the frame of obliviousness against whites and to posit the frame that whites 

are dummy-dolls. It’s Double-speak looped around enacting this encrypted msm and Israeli 

conspiracy. Conspirators try speaking between the lines to enact this frame of deposition in 

order to loop over people and subjagate them for a posited frame, as the antognists use micro-

aggressions encrypted with signals to predispose and predicate this subjagated frame.  

Skin color context – in reference to the encryption these foreign nationals utilize skin 

pigmentation to encrypt frames and narratives against whites.  



 

 

White – White  

Grey – White Genocide  

Orange – Latinx   

Black – African descent  

Brown – Middle Eastern/Indian  

Yellow – Asian  

 

 

Upfdate 12/11/18  

A screen cap I took of a latinx national trying to to use cryptology spawned off my cloutline on 

4chan’s /r9k/ messege board trying to secure 50k in funding through crypto to form a potential 

militia.  

The Un Para was him indicating the intentions of being a Paratrooper.  



 

 

The user below using the Pepe tux memd was an antagonist meant to intimidate me and fan the 

encrypted mutiny’s esteem. These conspirators use the Tuxedo Pepe meme, a meme inspired by 

me, to congregate and fan subliminals of mutunized encryption.  

These conspirators utilize modes of communication on discord, 4chan and throughout the 

winter to fan their sublimation. 

Cryptocurrency is now officially dead. 

The migrant caravan from SA was assimilated with this encrypted hivemind in mind as ISIS 

agents tried infiltrating the country. An excursion and signal to posit that ISIS supports the 

caravan and adding a context of a terror cell to the migrants caravan to destroy the USA. 

 

 

The opposition to the United States Government believe they cultivated a hivemind to attack the 

United States Government by stealing and “tracing” over popular memes and regurgitating a 

false narrative until enough people believe it to be true to censor and suppress the truth.  

Ariana released the music video “Thank You,Next” in response to my dossier in order to 

trace over me to stage a false flag mutiny which has been co-opted into a  mutiny 

against the United States Government. She uses the name Ari as her attempt to trace 

over my Sigil and signal to Plus Ultra +++ 

The grey tape in the center of the white case Ariana was trying to further the architecture of the 

mutiny and white genocide that has been co-opted by our fiscal advisaries. 

The prospects of the USA turning into Brazil isn’t appealing to fiscal investors as it is appealing 

to our fiscal advisaries. In the advent of White demographics loosing a majority in the States, 



 

 

European Markets, followed by Asian Markets and every market will follow suit and opt out of 

Western markets altogether. The only way to counter this is a white baby boom to counter our 

fiscal advisaries trying to enact this psyop. We need white Commonwealth America to procure a 

white babyboom in order to maintain standing with European and International markets. If not, 

the prospects of whites loosing a majority will destroy the US into communism and millions will 

die from inflation offsetting starvation.  

 This staged mutiny being enacted against whites in the will only cause the United States to 

degrade into a 3rd World Country within a decade as inflation and climate change will inflate the 

price of food, goods and services across the board at the rate the communist mutiny purported 

by the msm is heading.    

 

Ariana Grande went as far as trying to frame me as this jewish actor and her boyfriend which 

was never the situation, to make it appear that I'm a jew as she tried usurping me. Her smile is 

based off the conspiracy and mutiny against the US that is being propagated. The release of this 

music video was a launchpad for foreign nationals to try to usurp our economy, as plants and 

“worms” were coming out of their caccoon and trying to propagate an encrypted mutiny and 

fan a heinous narrative to disenfranchise White People into genocide.   

 

Videogames, Hollywood and You 

All these media industries have been compromised by Anti-American companies who utilize 

subliminal messaging and reverse psychology to distort and disenfranchise the youth. The entire 

industry has been co-opted by anti-European and anti-White American propaganda as they try 

signaling me while counter signaling their encrypted architecture. Nintendo incorporated a 

character from Persona V called Joker in the newly released Super Smash Brothers Ultimate, who 

was placed in the game to synergize and cross promote off the new Joker movie that tries to 

allude itself to me through the series of events surrounding my cloutline and to continue 

fanning the flames of this encrypted mutiny for conspiracists to continue antagonizing the 



 

 

youth. The video game industry in Japan has been turned into propaganda against every 1st 

World Society.  Game director Hideo Kojima turned his new game into a psyop swansong to 

mock incels, and now it comes to light he's been acting as a stealth fiscal antagonist against the 

United States. If you see his Instagram he has been fanning subliminal messeges for a long time 

in an attempt to condition fans of his games in various amount of ways.   

 

An “American” Journalist and member of the Board of Editorial of the NY Times tweeted this 

racisr out back in 2014 signaling her predisposed malice and premeditated evil towards white 

people. 

 

 

Ensuing after the release of my dossier, a Chinese National by the name of David Wu tried 

staging a psyop to attack women online attempting to frame himself as me physically while 

trying to frame me behind a misogynistic attack and online assault against female streamers. It 

was a subversive attempt to false flag all women against white men online as he posited this 

meme with encrypted color psychology positing that it’s game over for whites.  



 

 

The thot audit was created in order to frame me as the figure behind the movement. It was a 

subversive attempt to disenfranchise women and place the blame on me to start a proxy war on 

women online against me and the US Government.  

 

I request the IRS and everyone else to cease this “Thot Audit” and instead audit every Chinese 

and Israeli National who immigrated here after 2004. 

 

I request a stopfreeze on H1B foreign visa applicants for the interim until immigration reform is 

enacted.  

 

 

The current weaponized msm conglomerate has tailored made their fiscal 2019 revolved around 

stealing a controlling stake of the United States, Europe and Russia from whites citizens. 



 

 

 

 

For the Golden Globes the msm has intentions of making WMAF pairing mainstream all in order 

to continue their psyop of separating white couples and other races from each other in order to 

usurp them of any socioeconomic stature. The timestamp is posited at 5:05 an allusion to Kek 

which has been co-opted into “owo” which was now co-opted by Crypto-Communists and the 

Zionists as it now Symbolizes the Zionists World Order, a world in control by Benjamin 

Netanyahu's corrupt administration.  

Conspirators of treason 

The msm and several companies and a network of conspirators tried usurping me of my clout 

and work as they still to this day profit off of exploiting and stealing from me. The colluding 

fraudsters utilize a web of sublimation and attempt to hijack my persons while trying to usurp  



 

 

“schlopp” me on a daily basis. And everyone within this web believes they stole the country from  

white people who they frame into a predisposed box, a dummy-doll frame.  

Our future economy hinges on the msm not becoming successful with their subversion. Fiscal 

advisories have co-opted this Memetic engineering in order to fan and sublimate the populace. 

In order to continue and sustain National Security law enforcement has signalled their readiness 

for mass arrests of the msm and fake news complex before a tribunal and the conspirators who 

are corroborating with their subversion which has been weaponized by foreign fiscal advisaries.  

Excersizing my judgement we have no alternative other then charging this network of 

conspirators attempting to orchestrate and stage this mutiny. In order to prevent the MSM and 

their network of conspirators and puppets from enacting these measures we need to bring to 

trial the msm with no chance at reviving it. That’s the only choice we have in order to cull the 

extremity of this streamlined network that is trying to undermine law enforcement and our 

National Security. 

-Imposing heavy fines on Facebook, Google, and several companies complicit in perpetuating 

this encrypted mutiny  

-Delisting certain companies from the stock exchange caught perpetuating this encrypted 

mutiny against our economy  

-Boycott any media produced utilizing encrypted signals aforementioned and traced as above  

-Mass arrest of key conspirators in the Hollywood conglomerate pushing this encrypted mutiny  

-Arrest the moderators on 4chan and Reddit for enabling and pushing this mutiny  

-Expadite the CEO of 4chan and prosecute him for trying to engage in a mass psyop to 

undermine US Securities  

-Mass arrest of the DNC  - for using encryption and corroborating with the msm though signals 

to stage a mutiny to steal the house from Republicans during the midterms. Several districts 

corroborated through this encryption to signal the heist, as Republican ballots were misplaced, 

disregarded, miscounted and thrown away  

The Democrats used encrypted messeges posited by the msm to coordinate a mutiny to steal 

the house from Republican's who were winning the midterms in a landslide. This same 

encrypted architecture that is being used today to try to illicit criminal activity and conspiracy 

against law enforcement and the United States Government and the entire economy.  

+++The criminals who illicit criminal activity marked themselves with encryption and law  

enforcement is aware of the encryption and have all the proof necessary to stage a tribunal of 

the msm complex and mainsteam social media and tech companies enabling and perpetuating 

this attempted mutiny on our country.  



 

 

We would need to charge certain members of the msm complex, ringleaders to this mutiny for 

fiscal gain, as conspirators commitng treason against the United States Government. Certain 

members of the msm are positing these signals and charging them with fraud, security fraud, 

treason, and conspiracy before a tribunal is the only way to stop this conspiracy. Then the IRS 

should freeze the assets of these conspirators illicitly gained for 2018 through this encrypted 

mutiny to undermine the US Government, and allocate their ill gained wealth into a slew of 

charities like St. Jude’s hospital.   

Here is a list of few key ringleaders orchestrating this treasonous psyop against the United 

States. Due to the extremities, nature and dynamics of this unprecedented situation these listed 

people are now considered enemy combatants committing treason against the United States 

Government and should be vindicated and prosecuted as such.  

George Soros   

Kanye West  

Kim Kardashian  

Travis Scott  

Ariana Grande  

Kylie Jenner  

*Every Celebrity who attended the 2018 Met Gala which was used as a catalyst to form this 

mutiny 

Every current mainstream rapper in the music industry that tried ripping off the credit to my 

PDFs on metaphysics  

*Anyone using this encrypted architecture does it to illicit criminal economic activity 

Arrest every employee of the following companies:   

-Disney  

-SNL  

-Viacom 

-Turner Broadcasting/CNN 

-Reddit   

-4chan 

Facebook, the Alphabet Company and Twitter need to be charged with penalties for being 

conspirators and accessories to this mass staged psyop and mutiny against the US Government.  



 

 

-Arrest everyone planning on attending the 2019 Golden Globes and Oscars as co-conspirators 

against the US Government  

-Any company caught using this encrypted mutiny code on social media 

The following companies need to be Delisted from the stock exchange and be imposed with 

heavy fines and penalties to the point of near bankruptcy. More companies will be delisted as 

ongoing investigations and tribunals precede forward.  

-Turner Broadcasting 

-Viacom 

-Reddit 

-Kardashians Enterprise  

-Soros Organization  

-Disney  

Charge these companies, conspirators and their puppet with the following degrees of 

criminality: 

Treason  

Conspiracy  

Sedition 

Espionage  

Fraud  

Securities Fraud  

Collusion to set up a mutiny to undermine every world government and law enforcement 

agency  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

As the Second Coming of Christ and with the power of God invested before me I enact divine-

right and make myself King of Israel. In order for the Jewish people to be saved and to atone on 

behalf of the criminal’s from within their ranks I order the State Of Israel and the Jewish 

populace to enact the following orders  

1)Removal of Benjamin Netanyahu from office  

2)Accepting me, the living Christ, as your Lord, Savior and King  

3)Building of the 3rd Temple on behalf of Trump’s family 

4)Stop the spreading and teaching of the Communist Manifesto in Universities 

5)Break bread and make peace with the Palestinians  

6)Cease the Zionist World Order Communist Agenda  

7)Comply with law enforcement and international agency in resolving any issues in regards to 

these conspirators trying to stage a fiscal mutiny  

8)Reform a Covet with the 10 commandments and the Holy Spirit  

9)Removal of Jewish Rapper Lil Dicky in every capacity for trying to posit that Whites lack 

endowment 

 

All these orders are a good start in the right direction in order for the State Of Israel to reform as 

these tribunals preceeds forward. The current Isreali administration will be replaced by a new 

one that is architectured by the Trump Administration overseen by my direction and judgement 

operating as an Oligarchy Monarch, the Messiah and now reigning King of Israel. If no 

compliancy is to be made with this, then the United States has no other alternative but to severe 

all ties to Israel while mass expelling the Jews from every society over the complications of the 

Jews public safety, while leaving the Jews to defend it’s lonesome self in the Middle East, after 

being exposed and discarding terms of peace. 

The ensuing months I will be enacting my judgement as the King of Israel in order to ensure the 

Jewish population's atonement and safety. But knowing the instinct of the Jews they would try 

to formulate opposition and retribution which I can say that there will be no retribution. This 

plan was coordinated by several agencies and in order to ensure public safety of the entire 

Jewish populace the globe over. If you have intentions to undermine me and threaten global 

peace and global security you will all be subject to condemnation the way the conspirators 

acting on behalf of Israel tried positing on whites the globe over.   

The current PM must step down immediately and be replaced with a new PM based off of 

Trump’s recommendation and operate on behalf of the United States Government as I over see 

the Reformation of the State of Israel.  



 

 

 

Renegotiations need to be done with China who are engrossly bluffing as their entire market 

depends solely on the United States while the United States can create a trade partnership and 

do business elsewhere. China was largely engrossed by Crypto last year as a means of usurping 

liquid capital from investors in the United States as China has dug loops within the country to 

undermine the IRS and their grand standing revolves around being able to move around cash 

and illicit conspiracy undetected. The Chinese in China boycott United States and we can do the 

same with their products. Any US companies with factories in China can be easily allocated to a 

different country with less impositions and tariffs. In any situation China can only try to 

grandstand the USA through bluffing and the prospects of war but ultimately China wants to 

reach a trade agreement.  

Other fiscal conspirators are trying to enact in the same encrypted msm subversion as this 

encrypted mutiny amassed into acts of criminality across the globe as gangs utilize encryptive 

memes to to coordinate a string of white collar criminality, leaving traces behind believing law 

enforcement internationally are unable to decipher it at all.   

 It is an order of swift imperative that the US Military, Law Enforcement, the FBI, the CIA, the 

Pentagon work in tandem in order to engage in these mass arrests within the msm and the now 

disgraced Democratic Party in the process of dissolution.  

In the course of the next week this encryption will mutate as criminals running parrallel and 

counter to me will try to enact the opposite of this report. Anyone involved in fanning this 

encryption and encrypted agenda needs to be arrested and brought before trial and persecuted 

to the full extent of the law. Anyone caught using the aforementioned encryption is considered 

an enemy combatant of the US government. Anyone caught using this series of encryption in 

social media as of now is an enemy combatant and a criminal that will be prosecuted. Anyone 

trying to mutate this encryptive means to further the mutinized agenda in secrecy will be subject 

to federal punishment. Anyone using this encryption to predispose anyone in any media as of 

now is subject to federal punishment and the aforementioned terms. Any digital platforms 

enacting and masking this conspiracy will be found you will be prosecuted for a string of 

charges. I would recommend these terms for every intelligence and law enforcement agency 

across the charge in order to remedy everything that was posited. Any alternative social media 

platforms enabling this encryptive mutiny will be subject to penalties and prosecution.   

 

 

 

EVB  

 



 

 

 

 


